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President’s Report
One of the task I enjoy as
President each year is my
visits to the Branches for their
AGMs. Far from being an
onerous job, it a great opportunity to meet old
friends face to face and to catch up with all that has
happened in the Branch and to my fellow Society
members.
April is the usual month for these AGMs and I visited
nd
rd
Port Elizabeth on the 22 April, Durban on the 23
th
and Richards Bay on the 24 of April. Cape Town
th
followed a week later on the 6 May.
This is the first Society year under our new
constitution as well as under the guidance of our
strategic plan agreed to at the 2012 National AGM.
As such, I used these visits as an opportunity to
review the effectiveness of the changes in the
constitution as well as giving feedback to the
Branches on how we had performed against the
strategic plan.
The full text of my President’s report to Branches is
available to view on our website so I don’t intend to
repeat it here.
A few important aspects of the Branch AGMs are
worth reporting on and I would like to update
members on the status of Branches as well as some
other issues of interest.
The following office bearers were elected at the
AGMs:
Port Elizabeth:
Master & Branch Treasurer– Siegfried Duwe
Deputy Master & Branch Secretary – Graham
Emberson
Durban:
Master & Branch Secretary – Colin Johnsen
Deputy Master – Hugo Schuitemaker
Richards Bay:
Master – Rob Farren-Handford
Deputy Master – Derek Wood
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Branch Secretary – Allan Heydorn
Cape Town:
Master – Rob Whitehead
Deputy Master – Azwi Mulaudzi
Branch Secretary – Colin Flockhart
I am sure all members congratulate them on their
appointments and I trust they will be given the
support they deserve during the year to come.
An important development coming out of the AGMs
is the need for Branches to take full advantage of
changes to banking practices in recent years –
specifically as they relate to internet banking and
email communications.
The banking world has changed and we as a Society
need to change our traditional ways of doing business
accordingly. For over a year now the Durban Branch
has been operating successfully without any bank
accounts. If funds are needed for anything, the
Branch simply emails a motivated request with a copy
of the relevant invoice and the National Treasurer
pays the service provider directly via EFT. No cheques
or petty cash needed!
Cape Town Branch decided at its AGM to follow suite
and is consolidating its funds into the Central Fund.
Richards Bay and Port Elizabeth Branches are
currently considering doing the same.
The benefits of this system are several:




Bank charges are eliminated in the Branches and
the collective funds can earn more interest.
The annual audit and SARS returns are simplified.
Audit costs are reduced.
Branch Treasurers are not needed – always an
unpopular job to find volunteers for!

The Society has now received tax exemption status
from SARS. By the Society I mean the Society in its
entirety (i.e. The Central Fund and Branches – but
excluding the separate legal entities of the
Benevolent Fund and Bursary Fund).
Members may recall that the Benevolent Fund’s
application for Public Benefit Organisation (PBO)
status was rejected by SARS. The reason given was
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that the main purpose of the Fund (i.e. to support
members and their families) was too narrowly
defined and did not effectively offer a “public
benefit” even though we had also specifically
modified the constitution to provide bursaries to
members and non-members.

attend their AGM and it is hoped we can see
many of them joining the Society.
For too long now we have worried over the
number of our peers who don’t support the
Society. Most of these are nearing the end of
their careers and although their input and
support is very valuable, we need to focus more
at the next generation of seafarers who will take
the Society forward.

As a result, the Benevolent Fund constitution was
again modified back to its original purpose of
supporting members and their families and a
separate Bursary Fund with its own constitution was
developed.
Late last year the Bursary Fund received PBO status
from SARS which, apart from making the Fund tax
exempt, also allows the Fund to issue tax certificates
to donors thereby making their donation exempt
from tax.
As a result of feedback from SARS and on the advice
of our auditors, we have not claimed any tax
exemption status for the Benevolent Fund which, in
any event, does not usually realize a tax liability given
the way it is structured.
I am pleased to report therefore that, after 2 years of
work on this matter, all the Societies accounting and
tax affairs are now in order and compliant with the
changes implemented by SARS over the last few
years.
In concluding my report, I would like to mention 2
other important developments. These are:


A concern of mine and many members I have
spoken to has been the aging profile of our
membership. Our strategic plan identified this
and set in place targets to reverse this trend.
Last year’s changes to the Society’s constitution
(which now provides for Student Members) has
seen significant numbers of students in Maritime
Studies attending meetings and joining the
Society. Cape Town Branch regularly sees large
groups of students attending our meetings and
has offered us new perspectives into the
challenges faced by youngsters entering the
profession. Durban Branch had 13 students
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I believe that in support of these new, young
members just starting out on a career at sea, an
opportunity for a structured mentorship program
exists that will support these students and
entrench them in a Society culture which will
ensure their long term membership.


The issue of the South African CoC’s “white list”
status was discussed at the Branch AGMs and is
of serious concern to many of our members.
Integral to this issue is the appropriate
recognition of CoC’s within the National
Qualifications Framework (the NQF). Without
this government and our universities and
colleges struggle to attract suitably qualified and
experienced lecturers – important criteria for
remaining on the IMO “white list”.
The recent emergence of the Quality Council for
Trades and Occupations (the QCTO) as a body to
properly assess CoCs is very encouraging and we
as a Society must keep close to this process. It is
going to take time to work through all maritime
qualifications and certifications via this process
and our members input is going to be vital to
ensure our objectives are fully realised.

I believe that from my visits to the Branches we have
a core of dedicated members who are prepared to
serve the Society and from the emails I receive on an
almost daily basis, we have a very supportive
membership base. As a result I remain positive that
we have a leading role to play in ensuring we are “the
authoritative voice of South Africa’s Maritime
Professionals”.
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On the 4th and 5th of April this year the Society
joined the Nautical Institute’s RSA Branch in a twoday seminar in Cape Town. Also participating were
the following maritime professional organisations:
-

The Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers
The Maritime Law Association of SA
The SA Institute of Marine Engineers and Naval
Architects and

The seminar was themed: Meeting the Challenges for
an African Maritime Economy.
The seminar was very ably chaired by Prof. John Hare
and herewith follows his report:
This seminar is the first occasion at which all five of
the associations of maritime professionals were
represented. It will hopefully not be the last.
It is not the purpose of this report to attempt to
summarise the papers presented by the various
speakers at the seminar. Its purpose is to serve more
as a concise executive summary, looking at the
seminar in overview, and then attempting to distill
pointers towards a way forward.
The report does not necessarily reflect the views of
the participating professional bodies.
The seminar was, to an extent, a follow up to the
successful SA Maritime Industry Conference (SAMIC)
convened by SAMSA in Cape Town last year.
Perhaps its most positive aspect was that the broad
representation of professional bodies participating
allowed reflection not only of where SA needs to go
to take full advantage of opportunities waiting for the
maritime industry yet to embrace, but also to reflect
with some satisfaction on the current state of the
industry.
It was remarked in closing that, contrary to the
current more pessimistic views expressed about the
industry, SA indeed has a vibrant and successful
maritime community most of whom are doing their
best to build business in the current difficult world
economic market.
Delegates were encouraged to celebrate their
successes rather than lament shortcomings. To look
forward rather than to look back - in the knowledge
that many difficulties now encountered in maritime
business result not from the misperception that the
industry was sold off post-1994, nor that
opportunities have been ignored, nor that there be
any lack of enthusiasm or ability - but rather that SA
has suffered enormous economic setbacks along with
most of the rest of the world.
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And the seminar pointed to many significant
successes, many in the field of maritime education
and training.
The Keynote speaker was Mr Sobantu Tilayi, Chief
Operating Officer of SAMSA. Passionate about the
promotion of the maritime industry, Mr Tilayi
stressed the need to partner with industry to keep
the development initiative fired up. This is best
achieved through projects designed to nurture
employment - such as the building of a new tug to
replace the ageing Smit Amandla. He sees two areas
of development: first the provision of training of local
seafarers for employment both on SA ships (as a
future project) and to supply foreign vessels. And
second, grasping all opportunities SA's geographical
and economic position offers. One such is the oil and
gas industry which is one of the keys to our maritime
future. Another is the indiginisation of at least some
of the trade into and out of our ports: coastal and
regional cabotage needs proper evaluation and can
present real opportunities especially regarding
bringing home freights and insurances and providing
berths for SA cadets. It is all a question of building
capacity.
Particular areas mentioned are re-introduction of
learnerships (apprenticeships) for the trades;
encouraging the qualification of support experts such
as naval architects and draftsmen; ensuring STCW
compliance to ensure the acceptability of our seamen
and also of those mariners trained by the navy.
Mr Tilayi concluded with remarks about the BRICS
summit and its maritime agenda. It was possible that
the envisaged BRICS finance banking facilities may
provide capital to support South Africa’s
developmental projects.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
Perhaps the most important undertaking given by Mr
Tilayi on behalf of SAMSA was to attend and
envisaged meeting between those representing the
SA ship repairs industry (especially in relation to oil
and gas) and broker the attendance of
representatives from Trade and Industry, Finance and
Public Enterprises. This because of a lack of proper
communication that was clearly identified by Mr
Chris Sparg, representing the ship repairers. See
comments on Mr Sparg’s presentation below.
If the opening of these doors is achieved as
envisaged, then the seminar would have been
worthwhile.
The organiser of the seminar was the next speaker:
Capt Rob Whitehead identified three main issues for
going forward: maritime training and education;
maintaining SA's White List IMO status for crewing;
and the criminalisation of seafarers. Mr Whitehead
outlined crew training initiatives in SA and the
challenges we face in recruiting and accommodating
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cadets, and in ensuring that our qualifications
conform to the highest world standards – STCW
included. Regarding the reservation of certain trades
to South Africans, Capt Whitehead made the point
that that one way bulk export cargoes (e.g. coal and
iron ore as well as tugs and rig support vessels) may
be most suitable for limited cargo reservation and for
South African flagging. This is apart from any
potential coastal cabotage regime.
The economics of the industry were then analysed by
Prof Trevor Jones. As mention had been made of
cabotage being one possible key to maritime
economic growth, Prof Jones cautioned that he
remains a cabotage skeptic, preferring to allow
market forces to determine what is or is not
economically sustainable.
Cabotage may well
increase SA seafarer berths, but it could also drive
costs up and make us less competitive. This is
especially relevant in the bulk trades where mining
exporters remain reluctant to ship CIF.
What was clear from the floor is that there remains
considerable support for the introduction of
cabotage. Yet cabotage needs SA flagged ships, so
the two issues are interlinked: the re-estabishment
of an indigenous fleet which would be required if
freight cabotage were introduced.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
There is more to cabotage than freight cabotage:
broadly and imaginatively constructed, it can be a
focused local content programme.
We should also not lose sight of the fact that SA has a
very significant 'beneficially owned' bulk export fleet.
Perhaps the industry needs to have a change of
mindset and embrace the likes of Grindrod/Island
View as "home" fleets, notwithstanding their foreign
flags. Such is the practice of other strong maritime
players. If freight cabotage is to come, this fleet
would be an essential part of easing it in as policy.
Dialogue needs to be opened with these home fleet
operators. They could be the key to success in
implementing a staged cabotage policy.
The seminar was fortunate to have Capt Steven
Gosling, of the Nautical Institute parent body in
London, in attendance and on the podium to talk to
us on the NI's "Generation Y" Project - which he
loosely defined as applying to those under 40. The
reality is that the under-30's and to an extent the
under-40's grew up in a world very different from
that of most of the delegates present. They are the
electronic generation who respond to different
stimuli and who need teaching and mentoring in
ways distinct from those of a generation ago.
To that end, the NI is seeking to involve younger
people in all aspects of its work, and to listen to their
views. Younger people need the education and
mentoring of older players, who in turn need the
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enthusiasm and energy their elders perhaps lack. But
to help each other properly, they need to speak the
same ‘language’ - which is not necessarily limited to
linguistics. Social media plays a vital role and
provides the link between the generations.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
All the bodies represented at the conference are
encouraged to look at ways to improve younger
members’ representation on and participation in
their sectors. And to explore fully the wonders of the
electronic communications age.
The next speaker was Admiral Kevin Watson, SAN,
wearing his SAIMENA cap. Adm Watson lamented
the fact that the shipbuilding and repair industries in
SA were served by only some 10 qualified naval
architects, all trained abroad. He suggested that this
should be addressed both from the point of view of
trying to encourage black naval architects and
draftsmen, and from the standpoint of pure shortage.
He pointed out that naval architects are needed not
only to design newbuildings, but also for the
preparation and implementation of technical
regulations, for ship operation such as stability
calculations, and also for the oil and gas industries.
His suggestion was to encourage institutions to
develop post graduate programmes, and to stimulate
interest early in learners' school careers to enable
proper subject choices. The professional status of the
naval architect in SA could also be improved.
Stellenbosch University was identified as the most
suitable because it still has facilities such as testing
tanks.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
We should not be put off this initiative by a perceived
lack of either candidates or job positions for graduate
naval architects available in SA. We should follow the
example of UCT's shipping law programme of which
foreign students make up at least half of each annual
intake of 20 students. Teaching foreign students is an
excellent export initiative, and enhances SA's
standing in the maritime industry abroad - not to
mention the goodwill which often comes back to
roost in business opportunities brought back to SA by
its alumni from all over the world.
Admiral Watson was followed by Mr Keith Mackie,
drydock doyen of South Africa. Mr Mackie gave
insight into the drydock as an essential cog in the
marine industry wheel, requiring inputs from naval
architects, and civil and mechanical engineers. The
drydock is the key to the provision of proper and
competitive repair and building facilities, and as such
is potentially an enormous generator of jobs in the
maritime industry.
Yet there are serious shortcomings in the drydock
situation in SA, sounding especially in the near
stranglehold that Transnet and the Port Authority has
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on drydocking in this country, and in the prerogative
that they should make a profit from the operation of
the country's drydocks.
Mr Mackie gave fascinating insight into the history
and construction and operation of graving docks and
floating drydocks. He and the floor expressed
concern that SA has missed the opportunity of
increasing the number of floating drydocks in the
Cape (available during the past two decades from
Russia and the east at knockdown prices) - and
effectively handed this business to Namibia which is
shortly to receive its third large dock.
He pointed out that only shiprepairers can operate a
drydock profitably, and then only by building the cost
of the dock into repair costing. Essentially, drydock
costs are subsidized by repair and building costs.
Thus, if the state seeks to operate the docks at a
profit, then ship repairers having to pay this cost +
profit for the use of the dock, become uncompetitive.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
There seems to be no cogent reason given by central
government for the apparent bureaucratic blocking,
over many decades, of the provision of adequate
graving and floating drydocking facilities in the Cape
and KZN. This, compounded by the priority booking
given for existing docks to state ships, has been a
serious inhibitor to the growth of the maritime
industry. The state should re-think its approach to
drydocks, and move towards subsidised docking fees
or hand docks over to the shiprepair industry. It
should, as a matter of great urgency, procure small
docks capable of taking the port tugs and service
vessels to ensure that the bigger docks give priority
to commercial bookings. It should NOT seek to make
a profit from docks, but should consider docks as loss
leaders, worthy of state subsidy and incentive.
Herein lies one of our greatest opportunities for job
creation and skills development, thus far constricted
by bureaucratic torpor and obstructed by ignorance
of the needs and workings of maritime business.
The immense potential of the ship repair industry
and especially the burgeoning oil and gas sector was
starkly highlighted by Mr Chris Sparg, speaking for
The SA Association of Shipbuilders and Repairers. His
was a presentation brimming with enthusiastic
optimism. Mr Sparg gave some exciting figures
outlining that we have some 17 000 vessels passing
our coasts each year. Many require servicing. Most
go elsewhere. There is, estimates Mr Sparg, a 15 fold
demand for drydocks exceeding our capacity. As far
as rigs are concerned, in 2012 134 rigs passed our
coasts, yet only 4 were repaired in Cape Town. He
also drew attention to the lack of adequate cranes on
repair quays, and the required 20m depth required to
accommodate the bigger rigs. Mr Sparg showed a
collection of AIS reports of shipping around Africa.
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These slides are on the seminar site and are
illuminating.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
In the light of the enormous strides clearly taken by
his company (DORMAC) in building their business in
oil and gas ship repairs, and the impressive manhours
it has generated in the process, the Chair asked Mr
Sparg what approaches if any DORMAC had had over
the past year from the relevant departments of
central government: Transport, Public Enterprises,
Finance and Labour. Or from SAMSA. Though he
reported close ties with SAMSA and from local
government in the Cape through a positive attitude
from Minister Alan Winde, Mr Sparg was able to
confirm that there had been little or no contact or
support from central government departments, but
that he had recently asked for a meeting with
Transnet and the Port Authority to take place soon.
Mr Tilayi intervened to confirm SAMSA’s undertaking
to attend that meeting and to use his best offices to
ensure the presence of relevant central and local
government representatives. This is a most positive
development that needs the full encouragement of
the whole industry.
Delegates and others reading this report are
encouraged to browse through Mr Sparg's slides on
the Nautical Institute's site at www.nautinst.co.za.
Next on the podium was Mr Brian Ingpen who gave a
perspective on education and training of young
seafarers. He is the founder and principal of the
successful Lawhill Centre at Simon's Town High
School. The record of Lawhill is world renowned.
He outlined the criteria for identifying potential
scholars to come to maritime studies, and showed
some of the success stories. It is a heartening
example of the cutting of red tape and the building of
something from nothing, with limited means and
unlimited enthusiasm and dedication.
Mr Ingpen mentioned other initiatives, some driven
by SAMSA and the education and transport
departments to set up similar schools especially in
KZN. He cautioned that teaching maritime studies is
costly, and requires specialist professional teachers.
He is of the view that the industry may well be better
served by expanding the existing facility at Simon's
Town than by a proliferation of other schools which
may well face insurmountable obstacles. Yet he
remains passionate about the potential in expanding
maritime studies and improving the steady yet still
small flow of graduates coming out of the Lawhill
school system.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
It was surprising to note that there seem to be
initiatives to promote further maritime schools in SA
without meaningful consultation with Mr Ingpen who
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has done it all before. It was also perhaps surprising
that there similarly seems to be little cooperation
between the ICS (see Mr Gardner’s paper below) and
Lawhill? It may well be that a steering committee
should be set up by SAMSA comprising these and
other players already involved in the provision of
maritime education to school level learners? Some
rationalization will be necessary in the future, and all
can surely learn from each other’s considerable
experience.
The maritime education theme was taken further by
Andy Maclennan, head of SAMTRA, also in Simon's
Town. SAMTRA operates the ship simulators (the
zenith perhaps of the electronic educational gaming
to which Steven Gosling referred as a must for
teaching Generation Y).
Andy Maclennan gave insight into the operation and
aims of SAMTRA and how it is serving not only SA
interests but the many foreign seamen who come to
SAMTTRA for simulator training. Again this was
recognised as a valuable export initiative, funded as it
is largely by foreign donor capital.
And the Further Education theme was then carried
on by Ms Theresa Mareko, a lecturer at the host
CPUT. Ms Mareko's CV is a wonderful pointer to how
open the doors of the maritime industry now are:
she was the first woman pilot and tugmaster. She
has sea and commercial experience with Safmarine
and Unicorn, and admin experience with the TPNA.
She is a shining light of enthusiasm and pointed to
the wonderful opportunities our industry provides.
Her paper gave insight of the academic structure of
higher education in maritime studies in SA, and how
it fits in with internationalised SAQA grading and
STCW standardisation, essential to the international
White List recognition of our qualifications.
Rob Gardner, of the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers, outlined the considerable successes
achieved by the Institute in providing higher
education to South Africans in the ship service
industry. The extent of the influence of the ICS,
especially in KZN, came as a surprise to many in the
audience. The ICS's operations extend not only to
distance learning by those working in the industry,
but also extensively to interventions at high school
level.
CHAIR’S NOTE:
Delegates are referred to Mr Gardner's presentation
for details of the broad scope of what the ICS is doing
in this country. This is a superb example of an
industry education initiative, but sadly one that is
relatively unknown to a broader maritime audience,
and almost entirely unsupported by government.
One spin-off of this seminar should surely be that
SAMSA should establish closer ties with the ICS
designed to help the initiative in any way possible.
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The last speaker was submariner Malcolm Alexander
who left the audience on a high note of enthusiasm
and optimism: for Mr Alexander represents the
central government, oft chided for its lack of both
these qualities. Through the Transport Education &
Training Authority (TETA) of SETA, Mr Alexander
administers an education subsidisation scheme,
especially for smaller businesses.
He outlined
successes and challenges and came through with a
message as strong as that always projected by
SAMSA: we are there to help you.
CHAIR'S SUMMATION:
This was a most positive and optimistic seminar.
Though not making any industry-changing decisions,
it re-established lines of communication between
industry players. The following were seen by the
Chair as highlights:
. Many sectors of the maritime industry are not fully
familiar with what other sectors are doing, and
particularly how much they have achieved;
. These achievements have lacked any significant
central (and to a lesser extent, regional) government
support;
. There remains too little communication between
government
departments
(especially
central
government) and the maritime industry; Here it is
appropriate perhaps to take note that convening
working sessions with the maritime industry by
summoning attendance at very short notice (at times
as little as a few days) is not the way forward.
Meaningful working dialogue between government
and the industry should be a continuous ‘open door’
policy. On both sides. Government is there to help
and not to hinder industry;
. To this end, less red tape and bureaucracy would
benefit business and therefore the state. The state is
not in the maritime industry to make a profit: it is
there to provide support and where necessary
incentives and concessions to allow and enable
maritime business to compete internationally and
thereby generate employment and skills. The nononsense approach of SETA and its maritime TETA
may give a lead;
. The notable and commendable exception to
government indifference is SAMSA which in its short
existence has made huge strides in building industry
confidence and in supporting the maritime sector;

. SAMSA has the trust of the industry and it is
considered to deliver on its promises - and more. Of
particular importance is the brave initiative of the SA
Agulhas which has had huge spin-offs for the
industry;
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. There remains much interest in (and the floor
expressed much support for) the possibility of
cabotage - coastal, and/or regional. Many feel it is
the panacea. Some caution otherwise. But such is
the passion expressed for cabotage that it needs to
be fully investigated in the context of the possibility
of bringing a limited number of ships back onto the
SA flag. This may be a suitable initiative to bring
under the BRICS agenda;
. Existing beneficially owned fleets, especially bulk,
should be regarded as home fleets and not pariahs,
for they are only doing what the rest of the world
does in order to survive competition and make a
profit for the benefit of SA. They should be actively
drawn into the fold by the government, not shunned
as has been the practice in the past. There is much to
be learned from these fleet operators;
. The proposed Directorate of Maritime Affairs for the
African Union is could have great potential for
growing the maritime industry locally, regionally and
on a Pan-African basis;
. Other forms of non-freight cabotage protection for
the local maritime industry, such as imposing local
content preconditions on the granting of offshore
prospecting and exploitation licences, and fishing
licences, should similarly be addressed;
. Bureaucratic intransigence, ignorance of the
industry and indifference must be educated away,
completely. An ideal example is the Department of
Home Affairs that has no conception of the fact that
seamen are our customers. The seamen of today
who suffer indignities and obstructions at the hands
of indifferent immigration officers enforcing
impractical regulations are the ship managers of
tomorrow who will then make strategic decisions of
where to send their ships for repairs;

And most importantly
. The main benefit of the Nautical Institute Seminar
under review was that the various professional
bodies representing a very broad spectrum of the
maritime industry got together and talked and
listened.
Therein lies the success of future
coordination, stimulation and growth of our industry;
. SA has a vibrant maritime industry that has survived
the travails of a collapsed world economy. We
should rejoice in the positive more than lament the
negative. Much has been achieved and much awaits
the enthusiastic and the able.
It is to Mr Alexander that the Chair is indebted for
what is surely the best summing up of a worthwhile
two days:
Our maritime industry has all the bits - we just need
the gel to pull it all together.
That gel must come collectively from central and local
governments; from NGOs, especially from SAMSA;
from the various professional and trade bodies
representing the different sectors of the industry;
from visionaries and those with experience; and in
partnership with the maritime industry and the
dedicated men and women who work in it and serve
it.
Only then will South Africa be world renowned for its
Ports of Convenience.
JOHN HARE: jehare@iafrica.com
SEMINAR CHAIR

Please note that all the papers presented at
the seminar are available to view and
download from the Society’s website:
www.mastermarinersa.co.za

THE GENERAL BOTHA OBA & SOCIETY OF MASTER MARINERS
Invite you to participate in our annual, joint

MARINE BURSARY GOLF DAY
Venue: Rondebosch Golf Club
Date: Thursday 21st November 2013
Tee-off between 11h30 and 13h30
Please contact Rob Whitehead at: mastermariners@icon.co.za for sponsorship/marketing
opportunities as well as for booking 4-balls.
PLEASE SUPPORT THIS IMPORTANT ANNUAL BURSARY FUNDRAISING EVENT
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Steering the maritime industry out
of the doldrums: The Cape as the
Corner Café of the African coast
By
John
Hare,
Emeritus Professor of
Shipping
Law,
University of Cape
Town and Honorary
Member of the Cape
Town Branch of the
Society.

customer into your shop first. No-one will buy
from outside.
There are signs that we are at last starting to regrasp our maritime uniqueness and drive it with
passion for the benefit of all South Africans. In the
wake of SAMSA’s recent indefatigable efforts to
steer this industry out of the doldrums, let us look
at some ways in which we could re-tool and refocus. Let’s start with some general principles.


This is not new territory to be conquered: SA
has more than one and a half million km² of
EEZ2 (with another 1,8m km2 area of
continental shelf extension off our coast and
around our deep S Atlantic Islands under
claim) and a coastline of 3,000 km, both of
which are exclusively ours.



But we have both obligations and rights over
our coast and our seas: the zone is there to be
protected and exploited. Neither should be
neglected.



Much of what is done and not done in the
maritime zone is subject to international
obligation and concession. It is not an entirely
unregulated area. It has a complex
international legal regime to which we are
required to pay more than lip service.
The wealth of opportunity in the maritime
industry needs to be unlocked for the benefit
of the nation as a whole.
We need to be unapologetic about looking to
protect at least some of our own interests
against international competition. We would
not be alone in doing so.
Prioritized full central and local government
support is required, from the top levels down.
Government backing will however not be
forthcoming until there is a change of mindset
in Government recognising the potential of
the maritime industry, and the responsibility
that such potential brings with it.
We need commitment from labour –
organised and on the shop floor. We are
competing in a tight international market
which expects well-trained and effective
people on the job.
We have an industry wonderfully well-suited
to drive employment and transformation. We
can enable transformation by easing the entry
of Triple BEE newcomers into existing business
structures. But to make full use of the
opportunities the maritime zone offers, there
will be a price. Short term incentives and even
subsidisation would in the long term produce
enormous dividends. In principle, these
incentives should as far as possible consist of
appropriate preferential funding (such as the

This is an edited and
updated version of an
article first published on the Insight page of the
Cape Times on August 8 2012.
We in maritime South Africa are geographically
blessed. We have the one of the longest coastlines
of the African continent. And more particularly, we
occupy the prime spot at the intersection of
maritime east and maritime west. Ours is one of
the best ship supply and repair locations in the
world - the Cape should be the Corner Café of the
African coast.
We have good basic port facilities, raw materials,
good labour and sound expertise. Our
communications are world class, our commercial
and legal infrastructure is well-developed; our
banking system is one of the best - everything is
punting for us.
So why is it that an estimated 4000 ships of the
total 18000 ships that pass us by each year don’t
call in and sample our wares? Why do ships take
bunker fuel off the coast of Angola and
Mozambique? Why do they do their ship repairs
and maintenance in the Gulf? Why do they stretch
their voyages and take on victuals in Mauritius?
And why do they avoid crew changes in our ports?
Why do foreign ships have to carry our own
cargoes between our own ports? Why did only 4 of
the reported 134 rigs that passed the Cape in 2010
put into port for essential repairs and
maintenance? And why do foreign shipbuilders
have to build most of the region’s tugs and oilrigs?
Perhaps what we need is a fundamental change of
attitude, from top to bottom. Perhaps we need to
accept that you can’t just sit on a busy corner and
expect traffic to stop and hand you dollars for your
goods and services. You have to build a
convenience store and make it attractive,
welcoming, competent, easy to do business with and you have to offer a full range of one-stop
products needed by your market at a competitive
price for good quality and value. Ask any
successful 24/7 retailer. But you need to get the
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IDC and the NEF), tax incentives and fiscal and
legal reforms. Direct government involvement
in the commerce of the maritime industry
should generally be discouraged although the
state should provide the infrastructure
necessary to enable efficient operation of the
industry through adequate provision of
harbours, cargo storage and handling
facilities, drydock and repair facilities, training
institutions and administrative support. In
some instances, such as building or buying
ships or floating docks, the state should take
an initial stake with a defined exit strategy.
We need to create a supportive fiscal and
legal business environment, free of
bureaucracy, officialdom and officiousness,
and utterly free of corruption and cronyism.
We need to look forward with positivism,
confidence and passion, knowing our
strengths and our weaknesses in relation to
our competition.
We should recognise the difference between
wants and needs, and strive for what is
attainable rather than bang our heads against
the brick walls of what is not, however noble
or politically correct the idea may be.
We need to plan creatively and well in
advance for future market needs, learning
from past experience, but bold enough to look
at inventive ways forward.
To succeed, we need to join hands with other
sectors – especially those that generate the
cargoes that are an important component of
maritime endeavor.
And finally, we need less talk and more action.
No more expensive policy studies and grand
conferences. Rather let’s convene small,
effective task groups to implement policy that
is already firmly established in White Papers
Sector Studies, the African Integrated
Maritime Strategy 2050 and indeed in the
African Maritime Charter. But let’s get
government talking (and listening) to business
about how the state can help grow the
industry – and how it is perhaps inhibiting it.

Now to some specifics.
The SA ships’ register
It is a common myth that a viable maritime
industry cannot happen without having a fleet of
ships proudly flying the SA flag off their taffrails.
The reality is that this is a want rather than a need.
Most of what goes on in the maritime industry is
blind to whether or not we have big ships on our
flag.
The issues are simple: ships make their revenues
from carrying cargo. To make a profit they need to
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operate in a fiscal and legal environment that is
level with others competing for that same cargo.
In shipspeak, this means shipowners in other
countries do not pay income tax. They pay a flat
rate tax based on the tonnage of their ships. And
they employ crews that do not pay income tax
either.
So as long as we in SA impose income tax on a
shipowner, that shipowner will not be able to
compete with others who only pay tonnage tax.
That means SA ships would have to charge higher
freights. And higher freights would mean that the
exporters of our raw materials would have to get
less for their products if they sell CIF so that they
can nominate the ship that carries the cargo to its
overseas buyers. Our iron ore exporters have
recently posted a caution of lower earnings. They
can’t afford to prune their price. And if they insist
on selling CIF instead of FOB where the buyer
carries the cargo out on its own ships, those
buyers will soon look elsewhere for product. Brazil
beckons.
So the tonnage and income tax issues have to be
resolved before we can consider foreign-going
ships on our flag as a reality. As also must a
technical legal problem in SA law where the
mortgagee bank ranks much lower in the pile than
it does in other shipping jurisdictions. This
amending legislation has been stuck in the pipeline
for years.
And there are simple economies of scale that
would make our small shipping lines, however
indigenous, uncompetitive with the likes of
Chinese shipping.
Against this caution we can distinguish foreigngoing ships from those plying our coasts between
our own ports. There we have a better chance.
Cabotage and coastal shipping
The key here is the principle of cabotage which
allows a country to reserve to its own nationals
the carriage of cargoes between its own ports and
even the provision of services to ships in its own
territory.
There are other countries and regions that have
enacted cabotage protection. It would be a
suitable catalyst to boost our coastal carriage and
would at the same time allow smaller coasters to
be built here, owned here, operated here, crewed
here and serviced here. Because there is not the
same outside competition as there is for foreigngoing trade, we can legitimately legislate that
certain or all coastal cargoes should only be
carried on SA ships. There are numerous
‘ownership’ structures, even bareboat chartering,
which will bring ships onto our flag. Even
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unfavourable tax structures from which coastal
shipping lines will also suffer can be addressed
with subsidies - at least until the tax issue is
resolved.
Cabotage thus comes with a price tag – mostly
subsidisation of set-up capital and tax. But it lends
itself to the creation of an environment ideal for
transformation and the formation of Triple BEE
companies funded by BEE sources with relatively
cheap capital. It may in the future also be possible
to finance an indigenous fleet through the
envisaged BRICS bank, though it appears SA would
have to match any BRICS investment with its own
buy-in. This would require serious money.
There is potential opportunity in developing a Pan
African cabotage network in which African ships
ply between African ports carrying Africa’s needs.
Here we would have the edge on foreign
competition because our ships should be multipurpose shallow draft vessels specially suited to
our markets. Pan African cabotage is the accepted
policy of the African Maritime Charter. We should
learn from the likes of Nigeria and take steps to
implement it as soon as is practical.
But let’s get on with it because if you are to
reserve coastal carriage for indigenous shipping
lines, you need your own (or at least bareboat
chartered, SA flagged) ships first. So it is a long
process.
There is no doubt that whilst getting some big
ships (other than our fishing fleet which never left)
back onto our flag may present challenges, the
sight of our flag again flying from even a small fleet
will give a great boost to the industry. It is a strong
want, even if it’s not quite a need. But it will take
time, and the rest of the industry must not hang
about waiting to hoist that flag. Frank discussion
with successful SA bulk cargo carriers, beneficially
owned and operated here though with their ships
on foreign flags, is vital. Because these fleets are
also ‘home’ fleets, and should not be seen as
pariahs. They make shipping work.
SA as a refreshment station
This is what we were historically and
geographically destined to be: suppliers of victuals,
good quality (and soon low sulphur) bunker fuels,
repairs and services, and crew changes to ships
that should be welcomed to our coasts and our
ports.
There is much going on in this field, but much
more could be done. We need to be innovative,
mindful of the truism that you need first to get
your customer into your shop. Transnet as the port
operator is not a private competitive company, nor
should it pretend to be. It is an organ of state
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funded in part by our taxes. It should be within
Transnet’s remit to serve and to offer incentives to
help develop the industry – such as free calls at
our ports to ships wanting bunkers only. Once they
are alongside they will take on other stores. Next
time they will do a crew change, and the next call
may involve repairs. Loss leaders are what
generates real business.
And there should be a comprehensive education
programme within the ports and the Departments
of Home Affairs, Customs & Excise and Health to
ensure that visiting ships and their crews are made
to feel that they are valued customers.
Bureaucratic attitudes and red tape policies don’t
make us in any way a happy place to visit. Seamen
and women are our customers too – not just their
invisible shipowners. Today’s seamen will be
tomorrow’s decision makers.
Let’s have a task team to streamline the
procedures and develop customer respect.
Marine mining, oil & gas
This is a key area of growth and opportunity for
South Africans. Chris Sparg of DORMAC reported
to the recent Nautical Institute Seminar in Cape
Town that his company’s oil and gas projects in
2012 had a value of some R380m and generated
1,4m man hours. This is true job and skills
creation, but there is insufficient central
government dialogue, let alone support. Not
enough drydocks, not enough cranes, not enough
repair berths and excessively high port costs - all
are holding us back.
Over a hundred offshore rigs are to be built and
erected in our and neighbouring waters. Angola,
Namibia and even Mozambique are poised to take
this business. South Africa needs immediate steps
to ensure that its shipbuilding and repair industry
is properly geared up and supported to claim at
least part of this construction and maintenance.
For instance, the government should stipulate as a
term of any marine prospecting licence given to
anyone, local or foreign, that part of the rig
construction is required to be put out on tender to
the local shipbuilding market. In relation to foreign
eg Mozambique rigs, we need to be able to
compete internationally. This will be difficult, but it
may be possible for the government to negotiate
an SA construction term as part of future contracts
to buy gas from Mozambique, Namibia and
Angola.
Similarly, concessions for local minerals, oil & gas
exploitation should contain a term requiring
support ships need to be at least part locally built
and repaired.
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To this end similar stimulation and subsidy, tax
breaks and other incentives should be available to
the small ship building industry. Where
appropriate, the government should consider
chartering in or buying floating dry docks that can
be placed in a place suitable for the shipbuilding
industry to grow and provide jobs. Areas such as
Saldanha Bay or even within Simon’s Town
dockyard are possible. All sheltered waters should
be examined to accommodate this possibility.
Clearly any new areas would have to be in close
proximity to labour and materials. TPNA’s history
of graving and floating drydock facilities is dismal.
And its priority booking for state ships loses our
industry far too many potential jobs.
If properly set up, there is no reason why we
should not be competing with other countries for
a share of the shipping business connected with
the massive oil and gas industry potential that
Africa has. Some companies have done sterling
work, notwithstanding, and we are already
building excellent small ships. Let’s make sure we
build on those foundations. Many jobs and skills
would follow meaningful growth.
Crewing and training
Our citizens have one big advantage over many
others in the maritime crew pool – they speak
competent English. The maritime industry requires
a high level of training for both sea and shore
service. Full provincial and national support should
be given to the likes of the Simon’s Town maritime
school and those CPUTs putting on maritime
programmes. Use those who know the industry –
the likes of Brian Ingpen and Simon Pearson whose
lives are steeped in maritime training to run with a
small task team to explore these possibilities.
Private organisations like the Institute of
Chartered Shipbrokers are playing a significant role
and should be encouraged.
One important point though: developing our crew
programme does not depend on our having ships
on our flag (though it would help). The SA Agulhas
is a brilliant move, but we do and can contract
with our trading partners to provide berths for
cadets to do their required seatime. We could also
do without one ministry not knowing what the
other is up to: the DAFF debacle with the marine
patrol vessels lost us more than 100 seagoing jobs
in one spectacular bureaucratic bungle. It’s all a
question of effective coordination of the industry.
Casualty response and policing
South Africa in the 1970’s developed one of the
first and most effective marine casualty response
packages – of which the standby Safmarine tugs
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were an integral and pioneering component.
Casualty response requires immediate, informed,
experienced and effective action. It is not a
training ground for hopefuls.
We should take great and I suggest conservative
care to nurture this expertise and capability, built
up over decades, not try to force change in favour
of ill-equipped and poorly prepared alternatives.
Change, by all means. But only if that change is
well-considered and for the better. The stakes are
just too high.
And if the government does not soon come to the
oil pollution compensation party and bring the
Fund Conventions into effect, all gains achieved in
developing the maritime sector could be wasted
on uninsured clean-up costs. This remains a
disgrace.
Maritime tourism, fishing and aquaculture
These are areas that could also serve local
transformation imperatives. Why can’t we bring in
fisherfolk who have lost their livelihood to over
exploitation or poor resource management to
create a small scale coastal tourist experience.
With BEE funding. What a challenge for the West
Coast.
Maritime administration
SAMSA’s main brief is safety and the promotion of
the country’s maritime interests. In reality it has
become the most effective means of administering
all aspects of the maritime industry. If there can’t
be a dedicated maritime ministry, second prize
would be re-deploying all existing remnants of the
old Marine Division of the National Department of
Transport to SAMSA, rebranding it as the South
African Maritime Administration and Safety
Authority, and elevating its CEO to Director
General in transport responsible for maritime
affairs generally. That way we may achieve better
cohesion and cooperation with other ministries.
Re-kindling maritime spirit
We already have a maritime industry served by
many dedicated and skilled people. SAMSA is
doing a great job in rekindling a maritime flame
right from schools up. SAMSA needs all the
support we can give it. And while we are about it,
let’s immediately re-open at least some areas of
our now tight closed docks to those who might still
want to ‘go down to the sea in ships’.

And let good service lead to all our ports
being known world-wide as Ports of
Conveniece.
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The Society 70 years ago

International Federation of
Shipmasters’ Associations

Extract from the Society’s 1943
“Log Book”
We must extend our thanks to Captain
Vernon Searer, M.P., and our pleasure in
recording the meeting arranged by him
between the Rt. Honorable J.H.
Hofmeyer, M.P. and representatives of
the Society at the Merchant Navy
Officers’ Club on October 1st, 1943 at 5
p.m.
The Minister gave the members a most
sympathetic and helpful hearing, the
discussion ranging on a number of
important subjects in connection with the
proposed Merchant Shipping Acts, the
issue of certificates and the initiation of
nautical instruction in Durban.

IFSMA held their 39th Annual General
Assembly on the 16th and 17th of April in
Melbourne, Australia.
Among the papers presented at the AGA were
the following which can be viewed from the
IFSMA website (www.ifsma.org) or by clicking
on the links shown:


Lean Ship of the Future – Follow-up
Report Presented by Fritz Ganzhorn
(DMO)
http://tinyurl.com/dyxl8xk

It is noteworthy that this informal
meeting will be remembered as one of
the most pleasant interviews granted by
a Minister of State, pleasant in the sense
that the Minister indicated his
appreciation of the founding and work of
the Society and showed himself clearly a
master in his grasp of the problems
affecting marine affairs in South Africa.



Time for Change Presented by Allan Gray,
(Federal Master CMMA)
http://tinyurl.com/d9kxrvr



Criminalisation of Seafarers Presented by
Ernie van Buuren, (CMMA)
http://tinyurl.com/cde8qk2



The Role of the Master Presented by
Peter Turner (CMMC)
http://tinyurl.com/bwqln95

It is felt that the country may confidently
look forward to the Deputy Prime
Minister’s assistance in the satisfactory
solution of our country’s maritime
problems, especially the essential
settlement of South African seaman’s war
pensions.



Study of Vessel Traffic Safety Measures
off Japanese Coast Presented by Megumi
Masuda (JCA)
http://tinyurl.com/clvtyq7



Maritime Labour Convention Presented
by Darryl Coventry, Australian Maritime
Safety Agency
http://tinyurl.com/cbcrwyx



Project Horizon Presented by Marcel van
den Broek
http://tinyurl.com/cdgnyhd



Master-Pilot
Relationship
in
The
Electronic World Presented by Dimitar
Dimitrov, (BSMA)
http://tinyurl.com/ch7yjx7

Bridge Watch Editor’s note:
Jan Hendrik Hofmeyr (1894 – 1948) was a South
African politician and intellectual in the years
preceding Apartheid. In his lifetime he was regarded as
one of the cleverest men in the country, and it was
widely expected that he would eventually become
Prime Minister of South Africa. At the time this article
was written he was both Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Finance and Education.
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SAMSA has invited the Society
to serve on a panel of experts
on maritime education and
training in South Africa.
As part of championing South Africa’s maritime
interests, the South African Maritime Safety
Authority (SAMSA) is prioritising the development
of maritime human capacity in the entire
education and training value chain. South Africa is
striving to emerge as one of the world’s top 35
maritime nations. In 2011, SAMSA launched the
South African Maritime Sector Skills Development
Study. The study prioritises the development and
retention of quality critical and scarce skills within
the maritime sector. A key finding by the study is
that South Africa needs to create a pattern of
professional education which integrates a
university first degree, professional training,
workplace experience, professional registration
and the option of higher degrees if it is to develop
itself as a leading maritime nation. This must be
supported by the strong foundational learning at
basic schooling level. The report further suggests
focus on catalytic growth for maritime industry
sub-sectors. The subsectors of the maritime sector
are defined as Shipping, Ports and Logistics,
Marine Manufacturing and Ship Repairs, Marine
Tourism and Leisure, Offshore Industries and
Fishing and Aquaculture, Security and Surveillance
and Maritime Services.
To help South Africa achieve the goal of improving
maritime education and training in the entire
service value chain, there is a need to reach out to
experts in our country from academia, the
research community, relevant government
departments, sector education and training
authorities, business and industry representatives,
organised labour and economic development - to
work with the Maritime Authority in an advisory
capacity.
By participating on the panel of experts, the
Society will have an opportunity to guide South
Africa in coming out with recommended actions to
improve maritime education and training on
aspects such as maritime awareness, foundational
learning, vocational education and training, higher
education, research and innovation and workbased learning.
Simon Pearson has agreed to be our
representative on the panel. The inaugural
meeting for the panel of experts will be held as a
parallel session during the forthcoming Maritime
Careers Expo and Job Summit (which will be held
th
th
from the 10 to the 12 of June 2013 in Durban,
KwaZulu-Natal, at the International Convention
Centre).
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Merchant Shipping (Safe
Manning, Training and
Certification) Regulations, 2013
At the Cape Town Branch AGM in May, concern
was expressed at the possible delay in the
publication and implementation of the
Merchant Shipping (Safe Manning, Training and
Certification) Regulations, 2013 by the Dept. of
Transport (DoT).
The conference of parties to the STCW
Convention in 2010 in the Philippines, Manila,
introduced major amendments to the
convention which required us to amend the
current Regulations or draft new ones. The
initial attempt to do so in January 2012 drew
criticism from industry, which saw the draft
amendments being taken back without being
enforced by the Minister. The Department,
through SAMSA, re-drafted the Regulations
which were presented in a SAMSA roadshow to
the maritime industry in Cape Town, Port
Elizabeth, Durban and Pretoria. The comments
from these roadshows resulted in the draft
MERCHANT SHIPPING (SAFE MANNING,
TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION) REGULATIONS,
2012 (herein called ‘Draft Regulations’) being
published in October 2012.
Since publishing of the Draft Regulations,
nothing has emerged from the DoT regarding
these Regulations. In terms of the amendments
to the STCW Convention, South Africa has to
demonstrate to the international community
that we have implemented these changes. A
critical demonstration of compliance will be to
have these Regulations published and enforced
th
by the 30 June 2013. This important step is the
only way that our Seafarers will be able to keep
their employment on ships flying foreign flags.
The Society has written to the Director General
of the DoT to stress the importance of having
Regulations in force on or before June 30, 2013.
The 2010 amendments to the STCW Convention
requires that this be done before the said date
and failure to do so will cause South Africa to
lose credibility as a source of supply for
seafarers. Should we fail to comply with this
date, we will be placing in jeopardy thousands
of South African jobs for those seafarers
currently employed on international ships.
No response has been received from the DoT at
the time of publication of this Bridge Watch.
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